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Report 196? a real time passive method for bearing estimation has been developed for
underwater acoustic targets that capitalizes on apriori knowledge of the target s
radiated acoustic signature the sensor system is a horizontal planar array hpa composed
of nineteen 19 hydrophones configured as three nested hexagons with a redundant center
hydrophone the data telemetry system supports a frequency range of 10 hz 1600 hz data
is processed with 1 hz resolution 1590 frequencies azimuth uncertainty estimates and
spatial associations are used to remove frequencies dominated by noise azimuths for
potential target frequencies are averaged in bandwidths proportional to frequency
temporally and spatially associated and correlated against expected signatures
simulations in matlab with spatially correlated noise show good performance down to 6
db signal to noise ratio snr for an 8 tonal narrowband target
Implantable Acoustic-beacon Automatic Fish-tracking System 1977 the acoustic signal
processing branch of the u s army research laboratory arl has ongoing research into
battlefield target tracking the classic approach is to combine information from
multiple line of bearing lob sensors that are spatially diverse the triangulations from
candidate intersection points that a tracking algorithm can de ghost and develop track
histories on for these traditional trackers the vehicles of interest must be resolved
by multiple sensors simultaneously to form a valid intersection which is attainable in
sparse vehicle scenarios in the scenario of an active battlefield the sensor field
performance can be radically different the sensors will be captured by their nearest
targets and lose the ability to produce valid lob intersections across the field due to
each sensor hearing a different target this capture effect will force traditional
trackers to fail this paper will develop the concept of a multi tier tracker which
works at micro level and a macro level at the micro level the sensor field will focus
on producing an accurate estimate of vehicle count and rough estimate of cluster
geometry the cluster estimate produced does not require the simultaneous vehicle
resolution by the sensors this cluster estimate can then be tracked at the level via a
traditional tracker the cluster estimation and tiered tracking will provide robust
theater level tracker operation with realistic sensor performance
The Limitations of Fish Tracking Systems 1986 marine mammal observer and passive
acoustic monitoring handbook is the ultimate instruction manual for mitigation measures
to minimise man made acoustical and physical disturbances to marine mammals from
industrial and defence activities
ASMUTS - Acoustic Signature Measurements and Unaugmented Tracking System 2000 this
textbook provides a detailed introduction to the use of software in combination with
simple and economical hardware a sound level meter with calibrated ac output and a
digital recording system to obtain sophisticated measurements usually requiring
expensive equipment it emphasizes the use of free open source and multiplatform
software many commercial acoustical measurement systems use software algorithms as an
integral component however the methods are not disclosed this book enables the reader
to develop useful algorithms and provides insight into the use of digital audio editing
tools to document features in the signal topics covered include acoustical measurement
principles in depth critical study of uncertainty applied to acoustical measurements
digital signal processing from the basics and metrologically oriented spectral and
statistical analysis of signals the student will gain a deep understanding of the use
of software for measurement purposes the ability to implement software based
measurement systems familiarity with the hardware necessary to acquire and store
signals an appreciation for the key issue of long term preservation of signals and a
full grasp of the often neglected issue of uncertainty in acoustical measurements
pedagogical features include in text worked out examples end of chapter problems a
glossary of metrology terms and extensive appendices covering statistics proofs
additional examples file formats and underlying theory



Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Pressurized Systems 1979 this book presents
computational methods for extracting the useful information from audio signals
collecting the state of the art in the field of sound event and scene analysis the
authors cover the entire procedure for developing such methods ranging from data
acquisition and labeling through the design of taxonomies used in the systems to signal
processing methods for feature extraction and machine learning methods for sound
recognition the book also covers advanced techniques for dealing with environmental
variation and multiple overlapping sound sources and taking advantage of multiple
microphones or other modalities the book gives examples of usage scenarios in large
media databases acoustic monitoring bioacoustics and context aware devices graphical
illustrations of sound signals and their spectrographic representations are presented
as well as block diagrams and pseudocode of algorithms
A Multi-Tier Cluster Based Tracker Approach for Battlefield Acoustic Systems 2000 the
development of low observable air vehicles by the united states coupled with the
historic propensity of the soviet union toward the defense of its borders raises the
possibility of soviet development of acoustic systems for detection and tracking of air
vehicles as part of such defenses this report reviews and assesses soviet research in
atmospheric acoustics topics considered relevant were aircraft noise background
acoustic noise propagation meteorological remote sensing microphone technology
processing of acoustic signals and acoustic gravity waves and ionospheric detection
this study should provide an indication of the maturity of the soviet technology base
required for the development of potential acoustic detection and tracking systems
Acoustic Monitoring Systems Tests at Indian Point Unit 1 1979 this book is intended for
those who are active with sound amplification and sound distribution the book provides
information on adapting sound systems and or transducer to the given acoustics like in
open half open and closed spaces an important aspect is how loudspeakers can be adapted
to cover all types of surroundings very often a choice has to be made from a wide range
of loudspeakers on the other hand a combination of loudspeakers must be developed and
composed in order to adapt the loudspeakers to the given acoustical circumstances the
question of which loudspeaker is the correct choice and how they need to be set up so
that speech and music are fully comprehensible in all kinds of acoustical and noisy
circumstances this book gives a full answer to these questions the reader is also made
aware of the design of loudspeakers on the basis of small and thiele parameters with
thorough calculations and the visibility of the out coming of these calculations by
simple software it is possible to convert the acoustic and mechanical elements of the
loudspeaker into electrical analogues so that the loudspeaker is simulated on the pc
using an example the calculations mentioned above can be supported finally the full
reference list simplifies the task of the reader in finding the information they
require i ve been fascinated by the possibilities of electro acoustics since i was 10
years old and now i am very pleased to be able to share the knowledge that i built up
over 40 years working in the electro acoustics division of philips my work experience
was supplemented by giving lectures on electro acoustics at the post academic courses
on acoustics in antwerp belgium
Marine Mammal Observer and Passive Acoustic Monitoring Handbook 2015-03-18 offering
complete and comprehensive coverage of modern sonar spectrum system analysis underwater
acoustics analysis design and performance of sonar provides a state of the art
introduction to the subject and has been carefully structured to offer a much needed
update to the classic text by urick expanded to included computational approaches to
the topic this book treads the line between the highly theoretical and mathematical
texts and the more populist non mathematical books that characterize the existing
literature in the field the author compares and contrasts different techniques for
sonar design analysis and performance prediction and includes key experimental and



theoretical results pointing the reader towards further detail with extensive
references practitioners in the field of sonar design analysis and performance
prediction as well as graduate students and researchers will appreciate this new
reference as an invaluable and timely contribution to the field chapters include the
sonar equation radiated self and ambient noise active sonar sources transmission loss
reverberation transducers active target strength statistical detection theory false
alarms contacts and targets variability and uncertainty modelling detections and
tactical decision aids cumulative probability of detection tracking target motion
analysis and localization and design and evaluation of sonars
Software-Based Acoustical Measurements 2017-05-26 a summary is given of the results of
work by the author and several nps students carried out over a period of several years
on problems of designing electroacoustic transducers suitable for use as sound sources
in the 75 khz acoustic tracking system on the underwater weapons test ranges at keyport
wa
Underwater Acoustic Positioning Systems 1983 158 2 wiener filtering 159 3 speech
enhancement by short time spectral modification 3 1 short time fourier analysis and
synthesis 159 160 3 2 short time wiener filter 161 3 3 power subtraction 3 4 magnitude
subtraction 162 3 5 parametric wiener filtering 163 164 3 6 review and discussion
averaging techniques for envelope estimation 169 4 169 4 1 moving average 170 4 2
single pole recursion 170 4 3 two sided single pole recursion 4 4 nonlinear data
processing 171 5 example implementation 172 5 1 subband filter bank architecture 172
173 5 2 a posteriori snr voice activity detector 5 3 example 175 6 conclusion 175 part
iv microphone arrays 10 superdirectional microphone arrays 181 gary w elko 1
introduction 181 2 differential microphone arrays 182 3 array directional gain 192 4
optimal arrays for spherically isotropic fields 193 4 1 maximum gain for
omnidirectional microphones 193 4 2 maximum directivity index for differential
microphones 195 4 3 maximimum front to back ratio 197 4 4 minimum peak directional
response 200 4 5 beamwidth 201 5 design examples 201 5 1 first order designs 202 5 2
second order designs 207 5 3 third order designs 216 5 4 higher order designs 221 6
optimal arrays for cylindrically isotropic fields 222 6 1 maximum gain for
omnidirectional microphones 222 6 2 optimal weights for maximum directional gain 224 6
3 solution for optimal weights for maximum front to back ratio for cylindrical noise
225 7 sensitivity to microphone mismatch and noise 230 8
Computational Analysis of Sound Scenes and Events 2017-09-21 reviews methods and
technology in fish biology and fisheries published by kluwer academic publishers is a
book series dedicated to the publication of information on advanced forward looking
methodologies technologies or perspectives in fish and is especially dedicated to
relevant topics addressing global fisheries this series international concern in fish
and fisheries humans continue to challenge our environments with new technologies and
technological applications the dynamic creativity of our own species often tends to
place the greatest burden on our supporting ecosystems this is especially true for
aquatic networks of creeks lakes rivers and ocean environments we also frequently use
our conceptual powers to balance conflicting requirements and demands on nature and
continue to develop new approaches and tools to provide sustainable resources as well
as conserve what we hold most dear on local and global scales this book series will
provide a window into the developing dynamic among humans aquatic ecosystems both
freshwater and marine and the organisms that inhabit aquatic environments there are
many reasons to doubt the increasing social and economic value technology has gained
over the last two centuries science and technology represent stages in human
development i agree with ernst mayer when he said in toward a new philosophy of biology
1988 that endeavors to solve all scientific problems by pure logic and refined
measurements are unproductive if not totally irrelevant



Soviet Atmospherics Acoustics Research 1990 this two volume handbook presents advanced
research and operational information about hard minerals and hydrocarbons it provides
information in an integrated interdisciplinary manner stressing case histories it
includes review chapters illustrations graphs tables and color satellite images that
present the results of gravity geodetic and seismic surveys and of 3 d sea floor sub
bottom visualizations the data was obtained using satellites aircraft and ships from
the atlantic and pacific oceans the gulf of mexico and the caribbean sea major topics
addressed in these volumes include geophysical methods used to explore for hydrocarbons
advanced radiometric and electrical methods for hard mineral searches the role of
geotechnology and seismic acoustics in overcoming geological hazards in selecting
drilling sites and pipeline routes and remote sensing techniques used to determine the
physical properties of sediments
Introduction to Sound System Design and Electro-Acoustics 2014-05-01 acoustic emission
ae techniques have successfully been used for assuring the structural integrity of
large rocket motorcases since 1963 and their uses have expanded to ever larger
structures especially as structural health monitoring shm of large structures has
become the most urgent task for engineering communities around the world the needs for
advanced ae monitoring methods are felt keenly by those dealing with aging
infrastructures many publications have appeared covering various aspects of ae
techniques but documentation of actual applications of ae techniques has been mostly
limited to reports of successful results without technical details that allow objective
evaluation of the results there are some exceptions in the literature in this special
issue of the acoustics section of applied sciences we seek contributions covering these
exceptions cited here here we seek contributions describing case histories of ae
applications to large structures that have achieved the goals of shm by providing
adequate technical information supporting the success stories types of structures can
include aerospace and geological structures bridges buildings factories maritime
facilities off shore structures etc experiences with ae monitoring methods designed and
proven for large stru
Underwater Acoustics 2011-06-28 this comprehensive textbook offers a scientifically
sound and at the same time practical introduction to virtual and augmented reality vr
ar readers will gain the theoretical foundation needed to design implement or enhance
vr ar systems evaluate and improve user interfaces and applications using vr ar methods
assess and enrich user experiences and develop a deeper understanding of how to apply
vr ar techniques whether utilizing the book for a principal course of study or
reference reading students of computer science education media natural sciences
engineering and other subject areas can benefit from its in depth content and vivid
explanation the modular structure allows selective sequencing of topics to the
requirements of each teaching unit and provides an easy to use format from which to
choose specific themes for individual self study instructors are provided with
extensive materials for creating courses as well as a foundational text upon which to
build their advanced topics the book enables users from both research and industry to
deal with the subject in detail so they can properly assess the extent and benefits of
vr ar deployment and determine required resources technology enthusiasts and
professionals can learn about the current status quo in the field of vr ar and
interested newcomers can gain insight into this fascinating world grounded on a solid
scientific foundation this textbook addresses topics such as perceptual aspects of vr
ar input and output devices including tracking interactions in virtual worlds real time
aspects of vr ar systems and the authoring of vr ar applications in addition to
providing a broad collection of case studies
Development Work on Acoustic Transducers for Underwater Range Tracking 1979 digital
sonar design in underwater acoustics principles and applications provides comprehensive



and up to date coverage of research on sonar design including the basic theory and
techniques of digital signal processing basic concept of information theory ocean
acoustics underwater acoustic signal propagation theory and underwater signal
processing theory this book discusses the general design procedure and approaches to
implementation the design method system simulation theory and techniques sonar tests in
the laboratory lake and sea and practical validation criteria and methods for digital
sonar design it is intended for researchers in the fields of underwater signal
processing and sonar design and also for navy officers and ocean explorers qihu li is a
professor at the institute of acoustics chinese academy of sciences and an academician
of the chinese academy of sciences
Acoustic Signal Processing for Telecommunication 2012-12-06 musical performance covers
many aspects like musical acoustics music psychology or motor and prosodic actions it
deals with basic concepts of the origin or music and its evolution ranges over
neurocognitive foundations and covers computational technological or simulation
solutions this volume gives an overview about current research in the foundation of
musical performance studies on all these levels recent concepts of synchronized systems
evolutionary concepts basic understanding of performance as gestalt patterns theories
of chill as performance goals or historical aspects are covered the neurocognitive
basis of motor action in terms of music musical syntax as well as therapeutic aspects
are discussed state of the art applications in performance realizations like virtual
room acoustics virtual musicians new concepts of real time physical modeling using
complex performance data as input or sensor and gesture studies with soft and hardware
solutions are presented so although the field is still much larger this volume presents
current trends in terms of understanding implementing and perceiving performance
Electronic Tagging and Tracking in Marine Fisheries 2013-03-09 the cruise missile is
the principal innovation in u s weaponry in the early 1980s because it is inexpensive
and versatile it is likely to be used for a wide range of military missions at the same
time it has become a delicate issue in arms control and alliance politics although
cruise missile programs are among the most dynamic elements in the u s defense buildup
their consequences have not been fully appreciated this book assesses the complex set
of technological budgetary strategic diplomatic and political implications of this new
weapon as a contribution to public understanding of its pervasive influence on
diplomacy and military affairs cruise missile technology and development programs are
dealt with in chapters by john c toomay godron macdonald jack ruina and mark balaschak
ron huisken and john c baker military uses and arm control implications are discussed
by bruce bennett and james foster roger h palin richard burt michael mccgwire george h
quester and william h kinkade diplomatic and national political questions are analyzed
by raymond l garthoff robert j art and stephen e ockenden gregory f treverton lawrence
d freedman and catherine mcardle kelleher
Handbook of Geophysical Exploration at Sea 1991-12-26 the increasingly complex
environment of the 21st century demands unprecedented knowledge skills and abilities
for people from all walks of life one powerful solution that blends the science of
learning with the technological advances of computing is virtual environments in the
united states alone the department of defense has invested billions of dollars over the
past decade to make this field and its developments as effective as possible this 3
volume work provides for the first time comprehensive coverage of the many different
domains that must be integrated for virtual environments to fully provide effective
training and education the first volume is dedicated to a thorough understanding of
learning theory requirements definition and performance measurement providing insight
into the human centric specifications the ve must satisfy to succeed volume ii provides
the latest information on ve component technologies and volume iii offers discussion of
an extensive collection of integrated systems presented as ve use cases and results of



effectiveness evaluation studies the text includes emerging directions of this evolving
technology from cognitive rehabilitation to the next generation of museum exhibitions
finally the handbook offers a glimpse into the future with this fascinating technology
this groundbreaking set will interest students scholars and researchers in the fields
of military science technology computer science business law enforcement cognitive
psychology education and health topics addressed include guidance and interventions
using ve as a teaching tool what to look for in terms of human centered systems and
components and current training uses in the navy army air force and marines game based
and long distance training are explained as are particular challenges such as the
emergence of ve sickness chapters also highlight the combination of ve and cybernetics
robotics and artificial intelligence
Structural Health Monitoring of Large Structures Using Acoustic Emission–Case Histories
2020-11-23 for the purpose of publication of these proceedings the original conference
programme has been rearranged to provide a more logical sequence of presentation the
beginning sections give the inaugural speech and the six keynote addresses which were
delivered at the opening plenary session following these are the working papers
published more or less in the same sequence in which they were presented in the
original programme the order of presentation does not necessarily emphasise the
importance of any one aspect of the arctic systems over others the final reports of the
six working groups and their conclusions and recommendations are edited in such a
manner as to present them in a standardised format for easy comprehension the editors
accept responsibility for any distortion inadvertently introduced in the summarising
and editing processes later sections of the proceedings give a background to the
conference organization and deliberations and an independent critique of the meeting
the directors and those who attended the conference were conscious of the debt of
gratitude owed by them to the conference chairmen rapporteurs authors of working papers
and many individuals for their contributions to the success of the meeting we wish to
thank them and it is a pleasure to record their names in these proceedings inaugural
speaker dr j rennie whitehead canada banquet guest speaker honourable mr t alex hickman
canada keynote addresses mr c bornemann denmark dr a e collin canada dr r e francois u
s a
Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) 2022-01-12 considering the overall situation of
the current pandemic and pertinent recommendations this book focuses on the use of
augmented reality ar applications for preventing covid 19 outbreaks along with
techniques tools and platforms to achieve social distancing and sanitization covid 19
public health measures an augmented reality perspective contains theoretical and
practical knowledge of ar and remedies on how to cope with the pandemic including
multiple use cases along with a set of recommendations this book illustrates
application building using open source software with an interactive interface to aid
impaired users the initial part of this book emphasizes the basic knowledge of ar
technology devices and rest of the relevant theories this book is aimed at researchers
students of ar technical healthcare professionals and practitioners key features
consists of an extensive introduction to the terminologies and components of ar
provides in depth knowledge of various tools and techniques used in ar introduces
various platforms and software development kits sdks such as unity engine unreal engine
and vuforia gives a step by step guide for the development of an ar app describes how
ar can be used specifically by impaired users not only in the situation of current
pandemic but also in normal situations thus simplifying day to day activities
Digital Sonar Design in Underwater Acoustics 2012-03-05 adaptive 3d sound systems
focuses on creating multiple virtual sound sources in 3d reverberant spaces using
adaptive filters adaptive algorithms are introduced and explained including the
multiple error filtered x algorithm and the adjoint lms algorithm the book covers the



physical psychoacoustical and signal processing aspects of adaptive and non adaptive 3d
sound systems included is an introduction to spatial hearing sound localization and
reverberation frequency selectivity of the human auditory system the state of the art
in hrtf based 3d sound systems binaural synthesis and loudspeaker displays the adaptive
approach to hrtf based 3d sound systems is examined in detail for the general case of
creating multiple virtual sound sources at the ears of multiple listeners in a
reverberant 3d space the derived solution can be applied to other applications such as
cross talk cancellation loudspeakers and room equalization concert hall simulation and
active sound control several solutions for the problem of moving listeners are
introduced strategies for enlarging the zones of equalization around the listeners ears
correct loudspeakers positioning and using multiresolution filters are proposed fast
multiresolution spectral analysis using non uniform sampling is developed for
implementation of multiresolution filters the well focused topics along with
implementation details for adaptive algorithms make adaptive 3d sound systems suitable
for multimedia applications programmers advanced level students and researchers in
audio and signal processing
Sound - Perception - Performance 2013-05-23 sound images of the ocean is the first
comprehensive overview of acoustic imaging applications in the various fields of marine
research utilization surveillance and protection the book employs 400 sound images of
the sea floor and of processes in the sea volume contributed by more than 120 marine
experts from 22 nations
Cruise Missiles 1981 the book presents a remarkable collection of chapters covering a
wide range of topics in the areas of intelligent systems and artificial intelligence
and their real world applications it gathers the proceedings of the intelligent systems
conference 2019 which attracted a total of 546 submissions from pioneering researchers
scientists industrial engineers and students from all around the world these
submissions underwent a double blind peer review process after which 190 were selected
for inclusion in these proceedings as intelligent systems continue to replace and
sometimes outperform human intelligence in decision making processes they have made it
possible to tackle a host of problems more effectively this branching out of
computational intelligence in several directions and use of intelligent systems in
everyday applications have created the need for an international conference as a venue
for reporting on the latest innovations and trends this book collects both theory and
application based chapters on virtually all aspects of artificial intelligence
presenting state of the art intelligent methods and techniques for solving real world
problems along with a vision for future research it represents a unique and valuable
asset
The PSI Handbook of Virtual Environments for Training and Education 2008-11-30 this
book contains an edited version of the lectures and selected contributions presented
during the advanced summer institute asi on product engineering tools and methods based
on virtual reality held at chania greece 30th may 6th june 2007 the asi was devoted to
the product engineering field with particular attention being given to the aspects
related to virtual reality vr technologies and their use and added value in engineering
Monitoring Structural Integrity by Acoustic Emission 1975 few fields have witnessed
such impressive advances as the application of computer technology to radiology the
progress achieved has revolutionized diagnosis and greatly facilitated treatment
selection and accurate planning of procedures this book written by leading experts from
many different countries provides a comprehensive and up to date overview of the role
of 3d image processing the first section covers a wide range of technical aspects in an
informative way this is followed by the main section in which the principal clinical
applications are described and discussed in depth to complete the picture the final
section focuses on recent developments in functional imaging and computer aided surgery



this book will prove invaluable to all who have an interest in this complex but vitally
important field
Arctic Systems 2013-03-09 vibration and structural acoustics analysis has become an
essential requirement for high quality structural and mechanical design in order to
assure acoustic comfort and the integrity reliability and fail safe behavior of
structures and machines the underlying technologies of this field of multidisciplinary
research are evolving very fast and their dissemination is usually scattered over
different and complementary scientific and technical publication means in order to make
it easy for developers and technology end users to follow the latest developments and
news in the field this book collects into a single volume selected extended updated and
revised versions of papers presented at the symposium on vibration and structural
acoustics analysis coordinated by j dias rodrigues and c m a vasques which was
organised as part of the 3rd international conference on integrity reliability failure
irf 2009 co chaired by j f silva gomes and shaker a meguid held at the faculty of
engineering of the university of porto portugal 20 24 july 2009 these papers where
chosen from the more than 60 papers presented at the conference symposium written by
experienced practitioners and researchers in the field this book brings together recent
developments in the field spanning across a broad range of themes vibration analysis
analytical and computational structural acoustics and vibration material systems and
technologies for noise and vibration control vibration based structural health
monitoring evaluation machinery noise vibration and diagnostics experimental testing in
vibration and structural acoustics applications and case studies in structural
acoustics and vibration each chapter presents and describes the state of the art
presents current research results and discusses the need for future developments in a
particular aspect of vibration and structural acoustics analysis the book is envisaged
to be an appealing text for newcomers to the subject and a useful research study tool
for advanced students and faculty members practitioners and researchers may also find
this book a one stop reference that addresses current and future challenges in this
field the variety of case studies is expected to stimulate a holistic view of sound and
vibration and related fields and to appeal to a broad spectrum of engineers such as the
ones in the mechanical aeronautical aerospace civil and electrical communities
Nonlinear Acoustics 1974 distributed acoustic sensing in geophysics distributed
acoustic sensing in geophysics methods and applications distributed acoustic sensing
das is a technology that records sound and vibration signals along a fiber optic cable
its advantages of high resolution continuous and real time measurements mean that das
systems have been rapidly adopted for a range of applications including hazard
mitigation energy industries geohydrology environmental monitoring and civil
engineering distributed acoustic sensing in geophysics methods and applications
presents experiences from both industry and academia on using das in a range of
geophysical applications volume highlights include das concepts principles and
measurements comprehensive review of the historical development of das and related
technologies das applications in hydrocarbon geothermal and mining industries das
applications in seismology das applications in environmental and shallow geophysics the
american geophysical union promotes discovery in earth and space science for the
benefit of humanity its publications disseminate scientific knowledge and provide
resources for researchers students and professionals
COVID-19 Public Health Measures 2021-05-04
Oceanic Abstracts 1994-03
Adaptive 3D Sound Systems 2012-12-06
Sound Images of the Ocean 2005-12-06
Intelligent Systems and Applications 2019-08-23
Product Engineering 2008-04-06
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